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A look back at the history of athlete protests
By PJ Morales
Senior Writer

DTH FILE/ANGELICA EDWARDS
Track and field junior Madias Loper raises his fist during a Black Lives Matter
march organized by UNC athletes to protest racial injustice on Aug. 29, 2020.

motivation were part of the wave of
activism and public demonstrations
sweeping the nation after the deaths
of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor
and countless others due to police
brutality. The athletes’ civil protest
became part of that seminal moment,
as they marched for the same change.
At the same time, UNC’s athletes
became part of a different moment
— a moment that may prove to be
an unprecedented watershed in the
history of American college athletics.

As the sun set on Franklin Street
and a palpable sense of tension
loomed, UNC athletes marched.
A self-organized protest on Aug.
29 saw over 200 college athletes and
athletic officials walk down Franklin
and Rosemary streets in a march for
racial justice. The protesters held
signs and made speeches decrying
the shooting of Jacob Blake by police
officers in Kenosha, Wisconsin, and
voicing support for the Black Lives ‘It was a lot of support’
Matter movement.
In 1968, nine track and field
T he protest ’s message and

New mural honors historic musician

athletes from the University of
Texas at El Paso boycotted a meet
against Brigham Young because of
the racist views held by the school’s
owner, the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints.
The school responded by revoking
their scholarships and kicking all
nine students off the team.
A year later, 14 Black football
players for the University of
Wyoming asked their coach if they
could wear black armbands while
playing against BYU as a form of
protest. All 14 players were dismissed

SEE ATHLETE PROTEST, PAGE 5

Housekeeper
receives staff
award for
moral courage
By Kaitlyn Dang
Staff Writer

James Holman, crew leader for
housekeeping services, became the
first recipient of the Rebecca Clark
Staff Award for Moral Courage on
University Day, which was Oct. 12.
Holman has been with the UNC
Employee Forum as a delegate for
over a decade. While working with
staff and housekeeping around
UNC’s campus, he also acts as an
advocate for University staff on
issues regarding safety and health,
as well as group issues that may arise.
Holman is also the chairperson of
the State Employees Association of
North Carolina District 25, a district
that encompasses all employees and
retirees from UNC, he said.
Charles Streeter, the previous
Employee Forum chairperson,
said he’s seen firsthand Holman’s
advocacy work for members of the
UNC staff.
“He’s able to take those issues that

SEE JAMES HOLMAN, PAGE 3
DTH/CYNTHIA LIU
Muralist Scott Nurkin works on a mural of legendary blues musician Elizabeth Cotton on Merritt Mill Road on Wednesday, Oct. 14, 2020.

Piece recognizes Chapel Hill
native Elizabeth Cotten
By Isabella Braddish
Staff Writer

Fans of American blues and folk musician
Elizabeth Cotten will be able to see a new
mural on the border of Chapel Hill and
Carrboro portraying the Chapel Hill native.
The mural, meant to bring attention to Cotten,
is part of the North Carolina Musician Murals
project. The project, which features large-scale
murals in the hometowns of famous North
Carolina musicians, was created by Chapel Hillbased artist Scott Nurkin. Nurkin painted the
Cotten mural on 111 N. Merritt Mill Road.
The roots of the North Carolina Musician
Murals project lie on a wall inside of a former
Chapel Hill restaurant, Pepper’s Pizza. This is
where Nurkin arranged portraits of renowned

North Carolina musicians in an effort to bring
attention to their talent. When Pepper’s Pizza
closed, Nurkin took his talents elsewhere,
creating large-scale murals in the hometowns of
the musicians he originally honored at Pepper’s.
Nurkin said he wants the mural to bring
attention to Cotten and her influential life.
“There are plenty of African American
women singers out there, but not blues
musicians who had their own fingerpicking
style and had their own hit song at the age of
12,” Nurkin said.
Cotten was born in 1895 near Chapel Hill,
in the area now known as Carrboro. She began
to write and play music at a young age.
Cotten innovated new styles of playing
instruments, borrowing her brother’s guitars
and banjos and reversing them in order to

play them left-handed. This unique method
of playing went on to influence subsequent
generations of musicians, now coined as
“Cotten picking.”
The towns of Chapel Hill and Carrboro
and the Chapel Hill Downtown Partnership
collaborated with Nurkin in an effort to bring
the Cotten mural to life.
Matt Gladdek, executive director of the
Chapel Hill Downtown Partnership, said CHDP
was happy to help take part in the project.
“We were happy to partner on giving some
really great recognition to an artist like Elizabeth
Cotten in her hometown,” Gladdek said.
Susan Brown, the executive director of Chapel
Hill Community Arts & Culture, emphasized

SEE BLUES MURAL, PAGE 9

Don’t trust your government, kids.
NICK MILLER, “NEW GIRL”

Students can
now list their
pronouns in
ConnectCarolina
By Natalie Johnson
Staff Writer

Students now have the
option to list their pronouns on
ConnectCarolina as part of a larger
diversity and inclusiveness initiative,
the University announced Oct. 14.
The decision gives students the
opportunity to list their gender
identity and pronouns. This will
currently be seen only by the
individual student and faculty while
the University works with student
groups to determine where else to

SEE PRONOUNS, PAGE 9

October 15th
through
October 31st
we can early
vote and
register on the
same day.

Make this year, our year. Make sure you vote. To make your
plan to vote visit ncvoter.org

If we want to see real change, it starts
with you and me. By showing up at the
polls and casting our votes, we can make
sure our communities are heard. Cause
every time we donʼt show up, someone
else is making the decisions about our
lives. We can ﬂip that script by voting.

If you want to register to vote
during this period, bring a
photo ID OR a utility bill, bank
statement or paycheck with
your name and current
address on it.
You can also cast your ballot on Election
Day, Nov 3rd. To make your plan to vote
visit ncvoter.org - decide where, when,
with who, and how you will make your
voice heard.

ncvoter.org
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By Hannah Kaufman
Staff Writer

The rush of the crowd, the energy
of the performer, the applause after
the encore. With an extended pause
of live music events, local Chapel Hill
music venues are navigating ways to
provide entertainment in a sociallydistanced world.
Local 506 is one Chapel Hill
venue that has been closed since the
start of COVID-19, according to bar
owner Rob Walsh.
“We shut down in the last week of
March, before the state mandated us
to do so just because a lot of the bars
in Chapel Hill were shutting down,”
Walsh said. “But then the state closed
all bars, so we can’t even open in a
limited capacity because we don’t
serve food. So we’ve been shut down,
effectively, since March.”
On Wednesday, Gov. Roy Cooper
announced the state will remain in
Phase 3 of its COVID-19 reopening
plan. T his means indoor bar
facilities remain closed, and non-bar
nightclubs and lounges are subject to
mass gathering limits.
Walsh said that he and his fellow
bar owners have not received
information from the state as to
when things are going to change, and
he doesn’t anticipate reopening until
at least January.
Jody Kidney, the owner of The
Kraken Bar, is also discouraged
by the lack of support from the
state government for the countless
individually-owned music venues in

the state of North Carolina.
“We’ve been screwed,” Kidney
said. “There are a lot of bars that are
not getting any sort of government
assistance whatsoever, and we need
it, we desperately need it.”
The federal Paycheck Protection
Program is closed to new applicants,
but the state is accepting applicants
for the Mortgage, Utility and Rent
Relief Program (MURR), which will
not guarantee funds.
Kidney said the rules will allow a
certain percentage of the bar’s indoor
capacity to attend outdoor events,
but with no mention of grants or
monetary relief for venues.
The two bar owners said they have
not given up.
“We’re keeping the lights on and
we’re trying to figure out ways to
generate some revenue right now,”
Walsh said. “Live streaming seems
to be kind of hit or miss, but we’re
trying to see if we can maybe have
private events.”
The Kraken Bar has also found
success with virtual performing,
Kidney said. Every Wednesday, they
live stream a band called “Jonathan
Byrd & the Pickup Cowboys” from
the Kraken’s stage.
For Kidney, weekly live stream
performance has been a mutually
beneficial arrangement for both the
band and the venue, as both parties are
unable to provide live entertainment.
In addition to live streaming,
Kidney also said many local bars
have resorted to a GoFundMe page
to keep their venues in business.

The Daily Tar Heel reports
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Staff Writer
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Local 506, a music venue in Chapel Hill, pictured on Sunday, Oct. 4, 2020.

“Like every venue in Chapel Hill,
we have got a GoFundMe, it’s called
Love The Kraken,” Kidney said. “We
have been so incredibly fortunate,
people have just been coming out of
the woodwork to help us.”
Although desperate to return
to life as normal, both bar owners
emphasized the importance of safety
and community during this time.
Walsh’s venue is working with
other local businesses to initiate
some sort of outdoor event, but he
doesn’t see a way to keep indoor
events safe until the state allows it.

“Being shut down has been kind
of life altering, so I take it seriously,”
Walsh said. “I would hate for anyone
to get sick.”
Kidney believes local businesses
and musicians need to support each
other now more than ever before.
“Bars and music venues are getting
screwed, but I’m not going to be
angry that restaurants get something
good,” Kidney said. “We are all in this
together. I want all Chapel Hill small
businesses to succeed.”
arts@dailytarheel.com

Housing program to help sophomores ‘relive’ campus
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Carolina Housing announced
a new housing opportunity for
the Class of 2024 in an effort to
accommodate for their shortened
time on-campus this semester:
Relive Campus.
According to the Carolina Housing

JAMES HOLMAN
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that are from the campus to members
of the state legislature to advocate on
our behalf,” Streeter said. “So, he’s
done a lot.”
During his time as chairperson,
Stree ter tried to ge t a s taffcentered award approved to be
presented on University Day.
Shayna Hill, current Employee
Forum chairperson, said she has
advocated alongside Streeter for
the recognition of this award.
Hill said she is proud to see
Holman to be the first to receive
the award, given his work within
UNC and to the higher legislatures
that represent North Carolina
state employees.
“It’s not a secret that his advocacy
goes well beyond the borders of the
campus,” Hill said.
Katie Musgrove, vice chairperson
of the Employee Forum, said she is
proud that staff are recognized at

students to their academic majors, as
well as provide students upper-division
RAs and wellness programs. It will
operate as a modified version of the
Discover More program, a residential
program by Carolina Housing.
Allan Blattner, the executive director
of Carolina Housing, said current firstyear students never got a foothold on

a University level, especially when
considering the courage it takes to
advocate on issues within the staff.
“I’m really proud that we got
that moral courage in the title,”
Musgrove said. “Because we’re
really passionate about that and
want to kind of recognize the
courage it takes for staff on campus
to advocate in knowing that staff
are in a vulnerable situation a lot
of times.”
For Holman, moral courage has a
specific definition.
Knowing the risks that he
had to take to ensure the clear
communication and safekeeping
of UNC staff, Holman said he was
surprised to receive this award. It
helped him further realize his work
at the University truly did take
courage, he said.
“It took courage for me to put
my wellbeing and my income in
jeopardy to fight for what’s right for
the employees,” Holman said.
Stree ter and Hill said they

campus and that Carolina Housing
wants to offer them an opportunity
to catch up on acclimating, meeting
other students and connecting with
campus resources.
Carolina Housing identified
Morrison, Taylor and McIver
residence halls as those that will be
exclusively for the rising sophomore
class in the coming academic year.
“We really want to try and offer
the opportunity to sophomore
students to connect with their class
and with others who have been
through and are going through those
same types of experiences,” Blattner
said. “We know that proximity adds
a lot to that experience.”
Sophomore year is typically the
year that students dive into a more
specific academic course of action, so
the program emphasizes connecting
students with academic programs and
resources, Blattner said.
Normally, this outreach involves
resident adviser and community
government programs, he
said. Carolina Housing is also
considering working with academic
colleges to facilitate connections
with students and take students to
events that they plan.

First-year student Thomas
Hicks said he wants the University
to consider that, if his class comes
to campus next year, they will
essentially be first-years because
they lack the experiences of a
typical first-year.
The future activities of the
program depend on what restrictions
to mitigate the spread of COVID-19
will allow Carolina Housing to do,
Blattner said.
Blattner said Carolina Housing
will work with the RAs, community
directors, Counseling and
Psychological Services and other
groups to promote a wellness focus
in the program.
First-year student Andrea
Mclendon said she thinks the
concept of the housing option might
help her class relive the college
campus experience.
“But the thing that I get tripped
up about is that I do not know what
experiences that I missed out on,”
Mclendon said. “I cannot really
visualize what that will be because
I do not know the opportunities or
connections I should be having.”
university@dailytarheel.com

DTH/ALEX BERENFELD
James Holman, a crew leader for UNC housekeeping services, stands in
front of a wall of honorable mentions in the Stone Center on Oct. 16, 2020.

believe that Holman will continue
to be an advocate for UNC staff
moving forward.
“Advocacy is at the core of who
he is,” Hill said. “So I think he will
continue to do what he’s doing.”
With the first staff award being

presented on University Day,
Streeter said that he hopes people
will understand that the staff are
unsung heroes — who deserve
much recognition.
university@dailytarheel.com
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UNC lacks plan to remove Morrison name from campus
By Clay Morris
Staff Writer

R e c e n t l y, t h e C h a r l o t t e
Mecklenburg Library system and
N.C. A&T have made decisions
to rename buildings dedicated to
Cameron Morrison, former North
Carolina governor and documented
white supremacist.
But, UNC has yet to rename
Morrison Residence Hall.
Both N.C. A&T and the Charlotte
Mecklenburg Library system cite
Morrison’s ties to white supremacy
as the primary reason for renaming
their Morrison buildings.
As institutions across North
Carolina take steps to remove the
name of Morrison, the Commission
on History, Race and A Way Forward,
which recommends names to remove
from campus buildings, is reviewing
the residence hall’s name. But UNC
has not formally initiated any process
to follow suit, despite research from
the University documenting his ties
to white supremacy.
Many activists are not surprised.
Morrison Residence Hall is
located on South Campus, where
Black students have historically
been the majority, according to the
dissertation project of Charlotte
Fryar, who received her doctorate
f r o m U N C ’s D e p a r t m e n t o f
American Studies.
Morrison is described as an
energetic supporter of higher
education and an influential trustee
on Carolina Housing’s website. But
he is historically known to be a
leader among the Red Shirts, a white
supremacist gang that intimidated
Black North Carolinian voters in the
19th century, according to a News &
Record article.
In June, UNC’s Board of Trustees
voted to lift the 16-year moratorium
on renaming campus buildings

and announced the University
Commission on History, Race and A
Way Forward will be responsible for
formal renaming recommendations.
As of October, the commission
h a s o ffi c i a l l y s u g g e s t e d t h e
renaming of four buildings: Aycock
Residence Hall, the Josephus
Daniels Building, Carr Building and
Ruffin Residence Hall.
The commission’s published
resolution on renaming from July
10 states that steps to rename other
buildings would come in the future.
UNC Libraries has documented
the Morrison Residence Hall’s
namesake’s ties to white supremacy,
according to a Carolina Alumni
Review article.
Julia Clark, activist and sophomore
political science and African and
African American diaspora studies
major, said she does not think
Morrison’s omission from the initial
renaming process was an accident.
“ T here’s no gray area with
Cameron A. Morrison — there’s no
possibility of saying, ‘Oh he wasn’t
a white supremacist,’ or ‘He didn’t
mean it,’” Clark said. “But also, I’m
not surprised. This University was
built on white supremacy, will always
continue to uphold white supremacy
because of its foundation.”
Clark said that after googling
“Cameron A. Morrison UNC,” she
clicked on the second result, which
led her to a page for Morrison, part
of a UNC museum exhibit.
“It does not mention that he’s
a white supremacist,” Clark said.
“So what this tells me is that the
University, even through its process
of reckoning, in quotes, they will not
stop upholding white supremacy.”
Lindsay Ayling, a doc toral
c a n d i d a t e i n U N C ’s h i s t o r y
department, said she feels that UNC’s
delay in renaming Morrison is a dog
whistle to student activists to do the

DTH FILE/ANGELINA KATSANIS
Morrison Residence Hall, named after documented white supremacist Cameron A. Morrison, is being renamed.

work of exposing the University’s
white supremacist narrative.
“My persistent frustration with
UNC is that they always seem to
put pressure on student activists to
do these campaigns and speak out
individually against symbols of white
supremacy,” Ayling said. “When
students have to do that, it can be
detrimental to their mental health
and education, and a lot of the time
it’s Black students that have to speak

out against white supremacy.”
In an email to The Daily Tar Heel,
James Leloudis, co-chairperson of
the Commission on History, Race,
and A Way Forward, elaborated on
Morrison’s connections to the white
supremacy campaigns of 1898-1900
in North Carolina and how Morrison
often used his white supremacist roots
as a part of his campaign for governor.
LeLoudis said Morrison has yet
to be renamed because it is among

a number of namesakes for campus
buildings currently under review.
Still, Morrison’s lack of name
change makes Clark question the
authenticity of the commission.
“It’s extremely indicative that
this University has no intention of
creating a campus that has racial
equity and creating a campus that is
safe for Black students,” Clark said.
university@dailytarheel.com
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WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Friday: Women’s soccer vs. Duke
Saturday: Football vs. N.C. State

UNC must test N.C. State’s secondary in top-25 game
By Deven Wackett
Staff Writer

The No. 14 North Carolina
football team (3-1, 3-1 ACC) will face
off against in-state rival No. 23 N.C.
State (4-1, 4-1 ACC) this Saturday at
noon in Kenan Memorial Stadium.
The Wolfpack are currently riding
a three-game win streak, and are
coming off of a 31-20 victory over
Duke this past Saturday.
The loss against Florida State
is still reverberating throughout
Chapel Hill, as UNC missed out
on the largest comeback in school
history by three points. Something
the UNC defense can take pride in,
though, was that the Tar Heels shut
out the Seminoles in the second
half, and they’ll certainly try to carry
this momentum into this week’s
contest. Here’s four keys for a North
Carolina victory:

against Florida State last week, and
should look to continue his strong
stretch of play against an N.C. State
defense that ranks in the bottom 30
in the nation against the pass.
I t ’s q u e s t i o n a b l e w h e t h e r
senior cornerback Chris Ingram
o r r e d s h i r t fi r s t - y e a r s a f e t y
Khalid Martin will participate in
Saturday’s game for the Wolfpack,
as both have been sidelined with
injuries in recent weeks. Howell
should look at this game as an
opportunity to fill the stat sheet
and get his Heisman campaign
back on track.

Stop the run

North Carolina’s defense must
be ready to mitigate N.C. State’s
ground game in order to be
effective this week.
Sophomore running back
Zonovan Knight is the Wolfpack’s
Test the Wolfpack secondary leading rusher, having accumulated
365 yards through his first five
Sophomore Sam Howell threw games. While Knight only picked
for a season-high 374 passing yards up 44 yards against Duke last week,

head coach Dave Doeren’s starting
running back will likely shoulder
more of the load against the Tar
Heels due to starting quarterback
Devin Leary being ruled out with a
broken fibula.
UNC’s defense gave up 241
rushing yards and two rushing
touchdowns to Florida State last
Saturday, drawing question to
the team’s ability to stop the run.
However, defensive coordinators Jay
Bateman and Tommy Thigpen know
that their unit is capable of much
better, as they are averaging a more
imposing 152.3 opponent rush yards
per game on the season.

Show up before halftime
North Carolina is known to be a
fourth-quarter team, and is currently
11th in the nation in fourth-quarter
scoring. While this is impressive,
N.C. State is ranked 12th by the same
metric, meaning that the Tar Heels
will have to play a complete game
this Saturday.
UNC saw firsthand against

DTH FILE/MORGAN PIROZZI
An N.C. State player tackles UNC’s sophomore running back Javonte Williams
(25) in the endzone during a game at Carter-Finley Stadium on Nov. 30, 2019.

Florida State that even if you win
the second half of the game, the
damage done by halftime may be
insurmountable. Head coach Mack
Brown evidently has some inspiring
halftime speeches, but he’d likely

rather tell his team to keep up the
good work at the break instead of
having to make adjustments against
the Wolfpack.
sports@dailytarheel.com

Tar Heel basketball seeks return to glory after last year’s woes

DTH FILE/DUSTIN DUONG
UNC sophomore guard Leaky Black high-fives down the bench during a
game against Duke in the Smith Center on Saturday, Feb. 8, 2020.

By Brian Keyes
Sports Editor

The last time the North Carolina
men’s basketball team addressed
media as a group, the Tar Heels had
just lost to Syracuse in the second

ATHLETE PROTEST
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from the team just for asking.
But today, college athletes have
more opportunities to speak about
these kinds of issues in the national
spotlight. “Being Black II,” the newest
episode from the UNC athlete-run
video site “UNCUT,” features former
UNC football player Jake Lawler
and three other prominent Black Tar
Heels discussing their experiences as
Black people wrangling with racism
and recent events.
“I think it’s always a scary thing
when you’re speaking on something
that’s deemed to be controversial,
although it shouldn’t be, because,
God forbid, Black people have the
right to live,” Lawler said.
But half a century after the events
at Wyoming, when UNC track
and field stars Lauryn Hall and
Nicole Barnes — two of the main
organizers of the protest — stepped
onto Franklin Street as it was set to
begin, they felt no fear because their
coaches had voiced support for them.
Black male athletes are often seen
as the public figures of anti-racism
protests, such as John Carlos and
Tommie Smith at the 1968 Summer
Olympics and LeBron James in the
NBA. To Barnes and Hall, changing
that narrative to include Black

round of the ACC Tournament.
That game on March 11 turned out
to be the last college athletics event
completed until Aug. 29, “Week
Zero” of the college football season,
pandemic edition.
Seven months after yet another
women is special.
“I feel like Black women are
so overlooked at times, so I think
there was an overall pride in us:
me, Rachel (Jones) and Lauren. We
looked at each other and were like,
‘We did this. In 24 hours, we put
together a protest,’” Barnes said.

‘An important cause for them’
While athle tes don’ t share
universal support for their actions,
UNC senior and Carolina Association
of Black Journalists co-president
Landon Bost said athletes continuing
to share their messages is more
important than ever.
“Those players are preaching
‘Black Lives Matter’ because it’s an
important cause for them,” Bost said.
“If fans only want to see them as a
spectacle, most of what I’ve heard
from players is they don’t want those
fans supporting them anyways.”
Despite the size of their platform,
Victoria Jackson, assistant professor
of history at Arizona State and a
former UNC track and field star,
said she would never criticize a Black
athlete for not using their platform.
To her, the vulnerability of their
weakened positions in the power
dynamics of their teams make their
roles as activists much harder.
“Too many of the policies in

disappointing, head-scratching loss
in a season filled with disappointing,
head-scratching losses, the Tar Heels
were yet again in front of reporters
for the first press conference of the
year on Wednesday.
Garrison Brooks, Andrew Platek,
Leaky Black and Roy Williams all
wore masks as they entered the press
room in the basement of the Dean
E. Smith Center, before taking them
off to address a camera linked to a
Zoom press conference and an empty
room. Brooks made it clear the team
was still adjusting to the world of
practice during COVID-19.
“I was talking to one of our
managers from our freshmen year
just last night actually. I was just
telling him how everything could
change in two days,” Brooks said. “It’s
been tough for us, just tryna plan
everything, stay safe, keep everyone
in a tight bubble. That’s really hard
for us, that’s a challenge and we’ve
been doing it pretty well.”
Despite the less-than-ideal
circumstances, North Carolina

men’s basketball is back. Gone is the
disappointing outing of the 2019-20
season, complete with its missed box
outs, ill-fitted roster and more losses
than Chapel Hill has seen in decades.
In its place are six new scholarship
first-years, a (hopefully) healthy
Black and a roster that should be
better suited to the style of fastpaced, high-rebounding play that
UNC is known for.
“We’re going to do what Carolina
does, get up and down the floor really
well, get the ball inside. I think we’re
going be tremendous at rebounding
the ball, I think we’re going to be the
best rebounding team in the country
and not even be close,” Brooks said.
The pieces certainly seem to fit
together better. The newcomers will
bring some offensive firepower behind
Caleb Love, RJ Davis, Puff Johnson
and Kerwin Walton, and muchneeded rebounding off the bench with
Day’Ron Sharpe and Walker Kessler.
Brooks has been working on his jump
shot, Platek is confident in his shot
and Armando Bacot has improved in

practice at finishing around the rim.
Black, who struggled with his
ankle most of last season, said he’s
worked on his game more than he
has since middle school.
“I feel like I’ ll be more of an
offensive weapon,” Black said. “Just
getting up with Doug (Halverson)
every morning right after treatment,
I’m on the court with coach (Hubert)
Davis every morning too, for an
hour, hour and half. Just individual,
working on my skills.”
With a better-constructed roster,
the goal for the returning Tar Heels
is simple: be better than last year,
learn from it and compete for a
national title again.
“I think we learned what not
to do pretty well, seeing as it was
probably one of the worst seasons in
history,” Platek said. “I think we’re just
coming into this year learning from
what happened last year and all the
mistakes that we made, and how we
can fix the mistakes that we did have.”
sports@dailytarheel.com

athletics are in direct conflict with
supporting Black athletes,” Jackson
said. “For example, at UNC — and
basically every Power Five school —
is really working hard to water down
name, image and likeness rights to a
point where it’s nothing.”
UNC athletic director Bubba
Cunningham has stated that college
athletes should be entitled to benefit
from their names, images and
likenesses. However, he also expressed
concerns regarding just how a program
like that would be implemented.
“We also must ensure that NIL
legislation does not negatively impact
student-athletes’ opportunities to
DTH FILE/CYNTHIA LIU
participate,” Cunningham said in a
June press release.
UNC athletes march down Franklin Street as part of the Black Lives
Jackson said a great way for Matter the #MarchOnMyCampusMovement on Saturday, Aug. 29, 2020.
schools to help athletes to grow
“He wants to learn about how it’s scrapped the lecture he had scheduled
as activists is to encourage taking
courses that discuss those topics of affecting his Black players, and wants for one of his classes. Instead, he chose to
to use his platform for his Black players. place the protest in its proper historical
sports and race in depth.
It’s been wonderful to see,” Luck said.
context, especially focusing on how
In 1969, white coaches banned “unordinary” of a moment it was.
‘An extraordinary moment’
players for speaking out. Now at
“There were some moments in
Despite college athletics’ history of UNC, white coaches supported the 1968, particularly revolving around
racism, many are still impressed at the march in August. The diversity in what’s known as ‘the revolt of the
overtures some of today’s coaches and race and ethnicity of the movement Black athlete,’ but this idea of Black
athletic officials make. Quierra Luck, is part of what made this moment in and white and brown and all sorts of
students coming together and making
the UNC beat reporter for Sports history unique.
When Matthew Andrews, an a stand is an extraordinary moment,”
Illustrated, said she was especially
impressed at UNC football’s head associate professor of history at UNC, Andrews said. “We just don’t see it.”
coach Mack Brown’s public support saw the Aug. 29 protest happening
sports@dailytarheel.com
of the Black Lives Matter movement. on Twitter, he was ecstatic. He even
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2020’s scariest
Halloween
costume
Trevor Stevenson

Yes, pandemic precautions still matter

is a senior majoring
in journalism and
communications.

COVID-19 hasn’t gone anywhere. You shouldn’t, either.

W

e see your Instagram
posts. We see your
Snapchat stories. And
we’re just wondering: Did you
forget that we are living through
a pandemic? Did you forget that
people are dying?
North Carolina’s new COVID19 cases currently rank among the
highest in the country. Now is not
the time to be lax with your COVID19 precautions — in fact, we should
be more cautious than ever.
Cases in North Carolina are
up 15 percent in the past 14 days,
while deaths are up 20 percent and
hospitalizations are up 21 percent,
according to data from The New
York Times.
North Carolina currently ranks
8th in the U.S. for new COVID19 cases. In the spirit of mindless
midterm grade calculations, let’s
take a second to put that into

perspective: 8 out of 50 is a 16
percent. How would you feel about
opening up Sakai and seeing that
you’re in the bottom 16 percent of
your class? Not good (hopefully).
Otherwise, it might be time to
consider office hours.
We u n d e r s t a n d w h e r e t h e
confusion stems from. When
everyone around you seems to not
only be returning to normal life,
but also questioning why you aren’t
doing the same, you might feel like
the odd one out. We’re here to tell
you that, sometimes, that’s okay!
Remember when camo first came
back in style? The luckiest among us
refused to take part, and back then,
we were the weird ones. But look
who’s laughing now! Let’s relive the
camo trend avoidance, but replace
camo with putting your life at serious
risk. You’ll thank yourself later.
UNC athletics are only

contributing to the confusion. With
football games back in person (and
a big one coming up this weekend
versus N.C. State), we urge you
to hold back and enjoy the game
from the safety of your living room.
Pretending we don’t see the virus
does not mean it’s no longer there;
that only works with Twitter jokes!
And to those of you who have
stayed inside since March, diligently
following social distancing
guidelines, wearing a mask whenever
you step out for essential needs like
groceries and turning down those
party invitations, we see you, and we
appreciate you!
We know it must be exhausting to
stay home day after day, while your
peers seem to have forgotten why this
was all necessary in the first place.
Let us reiterate the statement
many have been making on social
media recently: Remember that your

personal sacrifice these past seven
months may have saved someone’s
life, and don’t think for one second
that it wasn’t worth it.
We k n o w y o u a r e t i r e d o f
keeping your distance, staying
inside, wearing masks and
constantly sanitizing. We are, too!
It is absolutely reasonable to feel
burnt out and exhausted following
COVID-19 regulation. But this
pandemic will only get better if
we all work together and continue
to prioritize the safety of ourselves
and others.
Nobody is exempt.

newspaper employers a payroll
tax credit for wages paid to an
employee for service as a journalist
and certain small businesses a tax
credit for local newspaper and
media advertising expenses.
UNC Hussman has its own Center
for Innovation and Sustainability in
Local Media, whose mission is to
support established and emerging
local news organizations through
applied research on economic
sustainability and entrepreneurship
as well as innovative news and digital
product solutions.
So, please, check where you
get your news from and start that
subscription to your local newspaper,
or donate to your campus paper
(shameless plug). Not only are you
doing yourself a service by smartly
consuming media, but you are also
allowing good reporters to continue
doing their job and suppress the
spread of fake news.
@oliviamrojas
opinion@dailytarheel.com

@trev_stev
opinion@dailytarheel.com

@dthopinion
opinion@dailytarheel.com

DTH ONLINE:

For more opinion
content, including columns and
editorials, visit dailytarheel.com

“If I tell you something, you ought to take it to the bank
because I’m going to tell you the freaking truth.”
Roy Williams, UNC men’s basketball head coach, at Wednesday’s press conference

FEATURED ONLINE READER COMMENT
“UNC basketball is back, Linda’s is reopening…. the earth is
healing again”
@kaylacrunchwrap, on Twitter

SPEAK OUT

CARTOON BY TATE GODWIN

COLUMN

Yet another reason you should read local
Olivia Rojas is a

sophomore majoring
in journalism.
email: livmarie@
live.unc.edu

Y

ou hear it all the time.
Journalism is dying. The
digital age has taken over.
Goodbye to that newspaper fresh off
the press: hello, breaking news from
Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
As a student journalist, yes, it
can be daunting to see the declining
trends in local news. Sustainability
has become the number one issue
facing local news outlets. A study by
UNC Hussman School of Journalism
professor Penny Abernathy found
that more than a quarter of the
newspapers operating in the U.S. just
15 years ago are no longer in business
— creating news deserts in regions
across the country.
However, more discouraging is
what has happened to the space left

by those ghost newspapers.
According to a recent article from
The New York Times, nearly 1,300
websites have been found to disguise
themselves as local news and publish
content and coverage that has been
requested by Republican groups
and PR firms — using the content
to smear Democratic rivals in the
upcoming election. These websites
have created a pay-for-play network,
with unknowing freelancers and
writers taking assignments just to
make a living.
My coworker and Daily Tar Heel
alum Hannah McClellan wrote an
article for UNC Hussman’s Media
Hub back in March about how
partisan news was operating in North
Carolina — with 49 Metric Media
sites detected across the state.
“A fake news page was removed
from Facebook in February for
posting false and inflammatory
information — but not before
attrac ting more than 50,000
followers,” she wrote. “The page,
North Carolina Breaking News,

featured unattributed local content,
often wrong or plagiarized from
other outlets. The page also included
politically conser vative posts
containing racist language.”
Although this type of content can
be flamboyant, the misinformation
itself is more often subtle.
“ The content is not always
as blatantly ideological as that
produced by pages like North
Carolina Breaking News, but news
articles with hidden partisan slants
can make electoral misinformation
difficult to detect,” McClellan wrote.
Despite the emergence of
news deserts, advocates for local
journalism continue their efforts.
The Local Journalism Sustainability
Act has been introduced in Congress.
This bill would allow individual and
business taxpayers certain tax credits
for the support of local newspapers
and media. Specifically, individual
taxpayers could claim an income
tax credit up to $250 for a local
newspaper subscription.
The bill also would allow local

I

t’s safe to say that my favorite
holiday has always been
Halloween. I loved trick-ortreating on my street when I was
in grade school. I loved carving
pumpkins to make big, orange
jack-o’-lanterns, which I would
later smash to pieces because of my
destructive 12-year-old boy brain. I
loved taking inventory of my candy
on a spreadsheet so I could detect
thievery by my sibling and parents.
However, none of that can compare
to my love of Halloween costumes.
Not to toot my own horn, but I
am the king of Halloween costumes.
Over the years I’ve been Steve Urkel
from “Family Matters,” a line dancer
from “Soul Train” and Ed from “Good
Burger,” just to name a few.
When picking my costume, I
usually go for a musical icon or a
lighthearted television or movie
character. But I find my favorite
costumes that I see are elaborately
made and truly frightening.
I’m not talking about someone
who simply tosses a sheet over their
head and shouts, “Boo!” I mean the
ones that are dripping in fake blood,
have spent hours in the makeup
chair and look like something that
you might have dreamt up in your
worst nightmare.
Now, I love a good scare as much
as the next person, but I feel like
some of y’all are going a little too far
this year with your scary costumes.
I can’t believe some of you are
even considering donning such an
alarming costume: a non-voter.
We all know 2020 has been a
horror and suspense-filled movie
in and of itself, but the moment
that some are deciding not to vote
is the moment that this rated-R
flick became too much for even the
biggest horror buff to bear.
Unfortunately, for some, the
horror-stricken reality that this year
and this election has brought and
continues to bring is more terrifying
than any writer, special effects
designer or make-up artist could
ever create.
I’ve realized while driving home
on rural backroads that traditional
haunted houses with jump scares
and ghouls are being replaced with
a certain candidate’s campaign yard
sign with Confederate and American
flags flying high above.
The harsh fact is that this election
will be the determining factor of how
this country will look in the near
future. So many things are on the
line this year for so many people: the
environment, immigration statuses,
women’s reproductive rights, the
economy, basic human rights.
There is still time to not be
the worst costume on the block.
In-person early voting is going on
right now across the state where not
only can you vote, but you can also
register if you still need to. Early
voting closes on Halloween in North
Carolina, and Election Day is soon
after, on Nov. 3.
Once Halloween passes and
Election Day comes and goes, don’t
have a dumbfounded look on your
face if your preferred candidate doesn’t
win when you could — and should —
have voted. You, sadly, will have to sulk
around in that gut-wrenching costume
for the next four years.

QUOTE OF THE DAY

EDITOR’S
NOTE:
Columns,
cartoons and letters do not
Interested in writing a letter necessarily represent the opinions
to the editor or submitting an of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff.
Editorials reflect the opinions of The
op-ed?
Daily Tar Heel editorial board, which
Limit submissions to 500 words.
comprises 17 board members, the
Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com
opinion assistant editor and editor
and the editor-in-chief.

email: trevstev@
live.unc.edu
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Behind the mask: students share skin care tips
By Savannah Gunter
Staff Writer

Skin care was an internet sensation
before quarantine, but the pandemic
has brought an influx of time for selfcare — and mask-wearing calls for
extra measures. Wearing a mask has
become part of people’s day-to-day
ensembles, but luckily there are ways
to prevent “maskne” from ruining
your quarantine glow-up.
First-year student Mckenna Griffin
said she changed up her skin care
routine with the onset of mask-wearing.
“I used to have really really good
skin and then we started having to
wear masks and I’m struggling to
control breakouts,” Griffin said.
Similarly, senior Katherine Wilder
said she has been struggling with
new breakouts as a result of wearing
masks daily.
“I think before COVID-19 I
would only wash my face once a day,
and didn’t really focus too much on

skin care because I notice my face
breaking out as much,” Wilder said.
First-year student Ronik Grewal
had not given much thought to skin
care before quarantine. But he said
he has now decided to contribute
some of his extra time to self-care.
“Now, I guess because I’m at
home most of the day, I’ve been
more effective in my face care
routine because I’ve just slowed
down and been taking more time
with it,” Grewal said.
Masks can trap sweat and irritate
your skin, causing breakouts.
According to Neutrogena, an
American skin care company, one
of the key steps in preventing this
acne is washing both your face and
your mask on a regular basis, as
well as using an oil-free moisturizer
and as little makeup as possible.
As with most trends today, skin
care is no stranger to TikTok. Both
Griffin and Wilder referenced
TikTok sensation “Skincare By

Hyram,” which led them to begin
using primarily CeraVe products in
their skin care routines.
All three students said they wash
their faces twice a day as well, and
mentioned other products and
brands such as witch hazel, vitamin C
serum, face masks and Clean&Clear.
“I have very sensitive skin, and so
since quarantine started I have been
having to wash it every morning and
every night,” Griffin said.
Griffin said simplicity is key when it
comes to skin care. She said everyone’s
skin is different, and what works for
someone else might not work for you.
“Sometimes less is more. Try and
use clean and unscented beauty
products,” Griffin said.
Grewal said whatever you do, it
DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/MALAK HANNOSH
is crucial to follow the directions Students have had to adapt their skincare routines due to mask-wearing.
for products.
Students said skin care is important Wilder said.
“When you look good, you feel
because it gives them confidence.
Skin care could be the first step good,” Grewal said.
“If you have any type of breakout, in putting your best face forward,
I feel like everyone can see it, ” Grewal said.
arts@dailytarheel.com

Creative ways to be spooky indoors this Halloween

DTH/EMMA COOKE
A patch of pumpkins in western North Carolina. Amidst the pandemic, people
are finding ways to stay in the spooky spirit, such as by carving pumpkins.

By Taylor Molina
Staff Writer

Worry not, the spooky spirit is
still in the air this season. Students
have found new ways to celebrate
a UNC-favorite holiday while still

maintaining a safe, social distance.
Pumpkin carving is a Halloween
staple that can easily be done at home.
UNC senior Lexi Baird made a
carving creation of her own.
“I made a little pumpkin house,”
Baird said.

Senior Sydney Davis painted her
pumpkin with her roommate this
year. She said she recommends
everyone paint their pumpkin and
explained it is a great option for
college students, especially since it
can be done inexpensively.
“I feel like I’ve always gone
pumpkin picking but usually I carve
them,” Davis said.
Besides painting pumpkins,
decorating the house is another way
to make Halloween this year feel
more like a normal holiday.
Davis and her roommates have
not let the pandemic stop them
from decorating, even if it will just
be for themselves.
“On our senior bucket list that
we were going to decorate for every
single holiday, no matter if anyone
is going to see it or not,” Davis said.
Junior Kayla Dang also refuses to let
anything damper her Halloween spirit.
“Honestly the easiest thing would be
to have a Halloween movie marathon
because you can do that pretty easily
over Netflix party, so that way you’re
social distancing but still getting into

the Halloween spirit,” Dang said.
She said she and her boyfriend are
going to play their own Dungeons and
Dragons Halloween themed game.
Some students are using skills
they learned in quarantine to liven
up the season.
“We try to at least once a week cook
something fall-themed, like we did
cookies one time and cooked some fun
bread,” Davis said.
While there’s no mass gathering
on Franklin Street to show off their
costumes, students are still planning
to dress up anyways.
“Every day there is not a motivation
to dress up and be something
different,” Dang said. “But Halloween
is the one day where you can put paint
on your face and spray your hair a
crazy color.”
Dang said she dressed up in a
different DIY costume every day of
October her first year at UNC and thus
she is a huge promoter of costumes.
The costumes can be worn at virtual
Halloween parties this year to make
up for not being able to go in person.
“My professor is having an online

Halloween party on Thursday, and I
have a small group of friends holding
a COVID-safe ‘Murder Mystery
Party’ this weekend,” Baird said. “I’m
trying to partake in as many COVIDsafe Halloween activities as possible.”
arts@dailytarheel.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF SYDNEY DAVIS
Sydney Davis and her roommate
pose with their painted pumpkins.

LAB! Theatre Company premieres ‘Fear of Buildings’
By Rylee Parsons
Staff Writer

LAB! Theatre Company will
showcase “Fear of Buildings,” a free
virtual production, from Oct. 23-25.
“Fear of Buildings” is a comedy
about two characters who run into
each other on the street. There is an
omniscient presence commenting
on what they talk about, who they
eventually meet.
Sam Bible-Sullivan, the playwright
and a UNC senior majoring in
communication studies, said the
play started out as a 10-minute
piece. After taking it to a theater
conference, he was recommended to

turn it into a full-length play.
The play is about the absurdism
of life and the systems people
unknowingly buy into. Anish
Pinnamaraju, the director of the play
and executive director of LAB! Theatre,
said it questions the larger purpose of
things, involving many arguments,
roundabout humor and wordplay.
“Not only did we love the script,
we loved the potential it could be and
the places we could explore with it
because it’s a really wacky, insane
script,” Pinnamaraju said.
Pinnamaraju said he hopes to
bring a moment of levity to people
in the audience who are struggling
and could use a laugh.

“Since the world is so crazy right
now, it’s super easy to transpose the
lessons we learn in this play to real
life,” Pinnamaraju said.
The play was originally supposed
to be performed in spring 2020 but
was canceled when in-person events
were shut down.
“It will be a different form than
what theaters have been done in for
a long time now,” Bible-Sullivan said.
He said what he will miss most
is not being able to see people’s
reactions. In the virtual format, he
won’t know if jokes are landing or not.
Sophomore Lauren Flors, who
is majoring in dramatic art and
English and comparative literature,

is playing the role of Tyne, who is one
of the three main characters.
“Tyne is super funny, she takes
everything very literally and she is
constantly making jokes to the point
that Orion, the other character,
becomes super frustrated with her,”
Flors said.
Flors said rehearsals are on
Zoom, and the play itself will take
the format of a Zoom call but will be
streamed live on YouTube.
“We’re not just accepting that it has
to be virtual, but we did integrate that
aspect into the script,” Flors said.
She said she is ready to face the
challenge of bringing the energy of
live theater when she’s sitting in her

room alone.
“As an actor, when you say your
big punchline and get that laugh, it
does fuel you and keep you going,”
Flors said. “I think the most difficult
part is going to be having this energy
and trusting the audience is into it.”
Flors said she hopes it’s a relief from
the quarantine blues — something fun
and different for the audience.
“I think right now, we’re all in kind
of a weird place where we’re thinking
about reality a lot and what we
thought we knew,” Flors said. “I hope
it’s funny and enjoyable and also gives
something interesting to think about.”
arts@dailytarheel.com

Kenan Theatre Company play explores sexuality and adolescence
By Gabi Allen
Staff Writer

With a focus on themes of sexuality,
religion and adolescence, Kenan
Theatre Company is continuing
to provide a safe alternative for
theatergoers during the COVID-19
pandemic. Its virtual production of
Gina Femia’s “The Virtuous Fall of
the Girls from Our Lady of Sorrows”
will stream on Oct. 23 and 24.
The play is directed by Keyanna
Alexander, a 2018 graduate of North
Carolina Central University, who
was brought in by KTC to work with
student designers and producers to
bring the show to life.

“The show is about the coming
of age of a group of young women
as they navigate adolescence and
religion in their Catholic high
school in 2002,” Alexander said.
The play was suggested by UNC
senior Katia Carmichael during
this season’s selection process.
“It deals with a lot of different
themes like LGBTQ struggles in the
Catholic faith, sexual harassment and
just this feeling overall that you get
in Catholic school by being told your
whole life that everything that makes
you human is a sin,” Carmichael said.
The show is centered around a play
written by the main character, Minnie,
played by UNC student Aubree Dixon.

The play is Minnie’s controversial
adaptation of the Shakespeare work,
“Measure for Measure,” which is
performed by her and her classmates.
Sophomore Elizabeth Redding,
one of the producers of the play, said
the girls act as the cast members in
Minnie’s show.
“It’s a really nice coming of age
show that has a lot of really funny
elements, but also has a lot of really
important themes that I think people
can relate to,” Redding said.
The dramatic arts have been heavily
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
As the director, Alexander worked
with KTC to adapt the show for the
virtual stage by making sure the

themes and ideas portrayed in the
script would be translated onto each
audience member’s computer screen.
KTC is using the live streaming
platform Twitch to stream its plays
live to the public.
Carmichael said that virtual
readings have their bonuses: easier
access for audiences, and a chance for
people from all over the globe to see
the play. However, she said that actors
are struggling with the isolation of
acting through a computer screen.
“ T heater really thrives off
having a live audience and being
in an environment with people,”
Carmichael said.
Despite these challenges, Kenan

T heatre Company is working
hard to still provide the UNC and
wider community with theatrical
performances to get people through
tough times.
“What I hope people get out of
this is a sense of self-validation,”
Alexander said.
arts@dailytarheel.com
Time: 7:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday
Location: Zoom
Info: http://drama.unc.edu/
theatre-companies/kenan-theatrecompany/
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Midnight classes, thousands of miles away

DTH/SAURYA ACHARYA
UNC sophomore Ideliya Khismatova poses for a FaceTime portrait from
her home in Kazan, Tatarstan, Russia on Wednesday, Oct. 7, 2020.

By Cynthia Dong
Senior Writer

At 1 a.m., while the rest of her
family sleeps, Vedika Parikh quietly
opens her laptop. She’s not doing latenight homework or watching Netflix
before bed. Instead, she’s joining a
class where most of her classmates are
still basking in the afternoon sunshine.
She’s one of the 1,700 international
u n d e r g ra d u at e a n d g ra d u at e
students enrolled at UNC who had
to figure out how they would respond
to this online semester.
Of these students, 40 have opted to
take classes through the UNC Study
Abroad Office at partner universities
around the globe, Heather Ward,
associate dean for study abroad and
international exchanges, said in a
statement to The Daily Tar Heel.
Many more students are taking
courses remotely. Rudi Colloredo-

Mansfeld, senior associate dean
for social sciences and global
programs, said in a statement to the
DTH that nearly a quarter of the
approximately 576 participants in
the remote Carolina Away program
are international students.
Parikh lives in India and is 9 1/2
hours ahead of Chapel Hill time — and
she’s not alone. From Russia to China,
the pandemic has scattered UNC
students across the globe, and the
thousands of miles separating them
from the University has compounded
the challenges of remote learning.
Remote challenges
A senior majoring in business and
economics, Parikh was studying abroad
in Denmark in March as a GLOBE
scholar when she heard that President
Donald Trump had imposed a travel
ban on all non-U.S. citizens coming

in from Europe due to the COVID19 pandemic. Parikh, who isn’t a U.S.
citizen, didn’t think she could go back
to the United States, but she also didn’t
know if she could stay in Denmark.
Parikh said that she was reluctant
to go home to India, but she thought
she’d be returning in two weeks.
Little did she know, she would not
only be missing out on the rest of her
time in Denmark, but also the next
leg of her program in Hong Kong.
“Oh my God,” Parikh said. “I could
still cry about it.”
Now, Parikh is taking classes at
her home in Gujarat, India. The 9
1/2-hour time difference means that
her classes start at night.
Luckily, Parikh said, her three
economics classes can be taken
asynchronously, so she can watch
recordings of the lectures at a different
time. However, her two classes through
the business school have mandatory
attendance — and both start past
midnight and end around 2 a.m.
“I often find myself being in class,
but not registering anything, then
watching the lecture again the next
morning to actually understand the
material,” she said. “So I feel like I
spend double the time on one lecture.”
Due dates, too, have become a
minefield, as the time difference
makes it more difficult to keep up with
submission deadlines — though her
professors have been accommodating
and have given Parikh extensions.
Zhuyu Li, a sophomore majoring
in economics and communications,
is also struggling to keep up with
asynchronous classes while halfway
around the world. Li returned to China
in April due to the pandemic — 12
hours ahead of Chapel Hill time.
“It is hard to manage the class
work when classes are online and are

asynchronous,” Li said in an email to
the DTH. “So, I had to drop a class,
compared to previous semesters
when I always took 5 classes.”
Living in China, Li also has to
contend with China’s firewall, which
blocks Google, YouTube, Gmail and
Google Drive, as well as many social
media sites and sensitive topics —
though Zoom is working fine, Li said.
Dennis Schmidt, assistant vice
chancellor and chief information
security officer, said the University
offers an encrypted VPN, or virtual
private network, to access UNC
resources such as ConnectCarolina and
Sakai. The VPN utilizes split tunneling,
where users can access UNC resources
through the VPN but not other services
that may be blocked, such as Google.
“For example, if you’re in China
and you’re browsing the web, then
that traffic will not go through the
VPN,” Schmidt said. “If you’re trying
to access Sakai or ConnectCarolina,
your traffic will go through our VPN.
That’s one of the reasons our VPN
seems to be tolerated in China.”
Schmidt said students aren’t
encouraged to look for workarounds
to accessing blocked internet
resources, and said that students
who might be facing such challenges
should talk to their professors.
Ideliya Khismatova, a sophomore
statistics and environmental science
major, decided to take advantage
of remote classes to visit family in
Tatarstan, Russia, for the semester.
For Khismatova, the seven-hour
time difference is outweighed by the
opportunity to learn more about her
own ethnicity and the political situation
in Tatarstan, where she said that the
Russian government is slowly erasing
the Tatar language from classrooms.
Khismatova said she’s treating the

trip like a study abroad and trying
to improve her language skills by
practicing Russian and Tatar with
her grandparents.
“Since I live in my grandparents’
house, they have a bunch of older
Russian books and novels from the
Soviet Union,” she said. “And that’s
really fun to look at.”
Return issues
One uncertainty that looms over
all UNC students, regardless of their
location, is what the spring semester
will look like. Li, who said people
in China are shocked and worried
by what’s happening in the United
States, found the situation around
campus concerning.
Parikh considered taking a gap
semester but was worried that
she wouldn’t be able to return to
Chapel Hill.
I n S e p t e m b e r, t h e U. S .
Department of Homeland Security
unveiled a new proposal that would
tighten regulations on visas for
international students.
Khismatova said she does worry
that she won’t be able to get back to
the United States.
“Stuff was open for where I was
going, and hopefully it stays that way,”
she said. “If not, I will be taking a boat
and rowing across the Atlantic Ocean.”
But for now, she’s just trying to enjoy
the Russian fall and winter. She said she
looks forward to skating on a frozen
lake, and enjoying the natural scenery.
“If you drive an hour down the road,
there’s this place where the Volga River
meets with the Kama River,” she said.
“It basically looks like an ocean, where
you can barely see the other side.”
university@dailytarheel.com

UNC students step up to work the polls
By Emma Nipp
Staff Writer

The North Carolina State Board
of Elections previously reported
a shortage of county-based poll
workers for 2020 early voting and
Election Day. Orange County now
has a surplus of election workers —
and among those to step up were
UNC students with a passion for
civic engagement.
These students are now
preparing to work the polls to create
connections with young voters as the
November elections draw closer.
Senior Colin Lowe, a political science
major, works as a poll worker recruiter
with Campus Vote Project and Power
the Polls in an effort to reduce poll
worker shortages across the country
and prevent long voting wait times.
“In a typical year, a majority of
poll workers are over age 60, but
they are not signing up this year

due to health concerns,” Lowe said.
“Unless younger Americans step up,
the resulting shortage of poll workers
could mean closing polling places
and long delays in communities
across the country.”
Lowe said, in addition to social
distancing, poll workers in North
Carolina are provided with masks,
gloves and face shields for their
shifts. Single use pens are provided
for counties, such as Orange County,
that use hand-marked paper ballots.
Precincts that use electronic ballot
machines plan to use a cotton swab or
disposable stylus in efforts to prevent
the spread of COVID-19.
Sophomore Violet Kehoe, a
psychology major, said she signed up
to be a poll worker because she is not
at as high a risk for COVID-19 as many
people who typically work the polls.
“I believe student poll working
is important because it creates a
sense of connection between young

people and voting,” she said. “In my
experience, when peers see each
other getting involved with the
voting process and government, they
follow one another.”
Lowe said he wants to get other
students involved in poll working
to prevent issues in voting that may
disproportionately affect workingclass people and communities of color.
Orange County Director of
Elections Rachel Raper said Orange
County currently has a waitlist of
over 2,000 people to work the polls
as “democracy heroes” this year.
In Orange County, poll workers are
expected to complete training and
commit to working on Election Day.
Poll worker duties include reporting to
DTH/ALEX BERENFELD
the assigned polling place by 6 a.m. on Colin Lowe, a senior studying political science, stands in front of the First Baptist
Election Day and assisting in setting Church in Chapel Hill, where he will work as poll worker for the election season.
up the polling place, helping voters
and closing the polls.
Raper said. “They work with voters vote in future elections.”
“Those who work the polls are and ensure that they have a positive
on the front lines of democracy,” experience and want to come out and
university@dailytarheel.com

Discussions move to revive inactive child care committee

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/ANGELINA KATSANIS
With many families now working from home, faculty and committee members
are pushing for the revival of the Chancellor’s Child Care Advisory Committee.

By Anne Tate

few years and the group responsible
for keeping the discussion alive
— the Chancellor’s Child Care
The conversation about child care Advisory Committee — seems to
on campus has lulled over the past have dissipated.
Staff Writer

The urgency to improve child
care is increasing since, for many,
the workplace, school and home are
all under one roof due to COVID19. Because of this, there is a push
to renew an official group to focus
on caregiving on campus and fill the
CCAC void.
Executive Vice Chancellor and
Provost Ron Strauss tasked Chapman
with forming a group to make
suggestions about caregiving challenges
and opportunities on campus.
In September, Mimi Chapman
asked the working group members
to examine how best to provide
immediate relief for parents, which
then expanded to addressing both
short-term and long-term approaches.
In a proposal to Chancellor Kevin
Guskiewicz and Provost Bob Blouin,
the working group, composed of
faculty, staff and graduate students,
made two recommendations.
The first recommendation is

to reestablish an official standing
structure to examine and systematically
address caregiving on campus.
Reviving a group to focus on
caregiving could come in three
different forms, Chapman said,
including reconvening the CCAC, the
formation of a new committee through
faculty governance or handing over
caregiving advisory responsibilities to
the Faculty Welfare Committee.
The specifics of that group,
including its membership and
charge, are still being finalized,
according to UNC Media Relations.
The second recommendation
is to expand the Juggle caregiving
app to UNC’s general campus to
immediately support child care needs.
The group requested subsidies to
offset some of the costs of caregiving
demands to help make the child care
services more affordable. With the app,
parents can post jobs, like babysitting
and tutoring, and be matched with an

appropriate person in the area. UNC
Health has already subsidized the use
of the app, Chapman said.
Although the CCAC is inactive,
conversations surrounding child care
are prevalent on campus.
In the most recent Faculty
Executive Committee meeting,
Meg Zomorodi, working group
member, assistant provost for interprofessional education and practice
and a UNC School of Nursing
professor, said she noticed that the
CCAC appears to be inactive.
But the working group has a team
of people trying to figure it out.
Chapman said she does not know
why the CCAC became defunct.
“The Chancellor’s Child Care
Advisory Committee (CCAC) is
no longer active,” Media Relations
confirmed. “We’re unable to find
when it became inactive.”
university@dailytarheel.com
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UNC Libraries launches book shipping program
By Emily Schmidt
Staff Writer

The University Libraries instituted
a new delivery-by-mail service,
making physical books and materials
accessible during this remote semester
to any active UNC student or faculty
member living in the continental U.S.
Joe Williams, the director of
public services for UNC Libraries,
said that since the University’s initial
move to virtual learning last spring,
the libraries have received many
requests to institute an adjusted
system of material delivery that
would accommodate individuals
who are off campus.
“We have in the past provided this
service for students who were distance
ed, which in the past only included a
small percentage of our students,”
Williams said. “But this semester, just
about everybody is distance ed.”
The delivery-by-mail feature is
now available on the request forms
of materials that are typically in

PRONOUNS

FROM PAGE 1

list this information.
“The use of Preferred Gender/
Pronoun is a small step toward
inclusion on our campus and it further
supports the guiding principles for
the Registrar, ITS, Student Affairs
and the University. This is the first
step in what we hope will be many
phases of improved recognition and
acknowledgment of all members of our
campus community,” Chris Williams,
student affairs IT director, said in a
newsletter announcing the initiative.
Williams said the initiative
has already gone live on
ConnectCarolina. Students can log in
to their ConnectCarolina accounts to
find the option to list their pronouns.
While students can now list their

circulation. After an order comes in,
Williams said it takes two to three
days for the University Libraries to
retrieve and process the item.
Then, through the U.S. Postal
Service, the item is sent out. The
overall delivery time is dependent on
a student or faculty member’s location.
Williams said return labels with
prepaid postage are included in
every box in order to ensure that the
University Libraries remain a free
service for students and faculty.
“Our main desire in all of this is
just to serve students and faculty,”
Williams said.
In addition to those with UNC One
Cards, the delivery-by-mail system is
available to community members with
UNC borrower’s cards, provided that
they live within 50 miles of campus.
Media and equipment, as well as
anything obtained through interlibrary
loans, are ineligible for delivery.
Interim Head for Interlibrary Loans
Renée Bosman said while the UNC
University Libraries are continuing

to borrow materials from other
universities, the process has become
more complicated due to COVID-19.
“So if only a handful of libraries in
the country own the materials that
we are looking for and they don’t
happen to have enough staff on site,
we can’t borrow it,” Bosman said.
Sophomore Julia Aminzadeh, a
media and journalism major, said
she has used UNC Libraries’ virtual
resources through the online catalog
for various projects this fall.
But she also said as an out-of state
student who is living back home in
Maryland, she is concerned about
the amount of time it would take for
a mailed resource to arrive.
“If the book is online and I need
to get an assignment done quickly,
then I don’t think that I would use it
because the online versions are readily
available,” Aminzadeh said. “I’d be
open to using it, but I think that for
now I am just going to stick with the
online versions while I’m remote.”
As of now, Bosman said the

delivery-by-mail service is only set the program will continue into the
to run throughout the rest of the fall spring if necessary.
semester. In December, the UNC
Libraries’ staff will reexamine, and
university@dailytarheel.com

Name Name
isCum acidunt nostis
nos dolore facinim
delent nim ipit vel
ullut alit doloreet
ut la am alit lum e
herey herey herey

students are only openly out on their
college campus and would not want
the information to be known in their
home environment.
Williams said the pronouns will not
be displayed in the student directory,
so the public will not have access to see
students’ pronouns or gender identities.
This includes proxies, such as parents
or guardians, who sometimes have
access to a student’s account to pay bills
and do other things.
But the language used in the
announcement of the decision,
which used the term “preferred
pronouns,” was improper, Snow said.
“What I am, and what I feel
comfortable with, and what I always
have been is not just something that
I prefer,” Snow said. “They are not
preferred. They are just pronouns.”
Maribel Carrion, ITS senior

director of student administration
applications, said in a statement that
the use of “preferred pronouns” was FROM PAGE 1
used when providing students the the importance of the mural in the
option in order to be consistent with downtown area.
the other option for students to list
“We shared interest with Carrboro
their preferred name.
and with the Downtown Partnership
While this is a new feature for in bringing a more diverse mural to
students, University employees downtown,” Brown said. “Murals are
currently do not have the option to recognized as having an impact on
list their pronouns.
community pride and they enliven
Terri Phoenix, director of the UNC downtown areas.”
LGBTQ Center, said the decision to
Nurkin said he hopes the mural
allow students to list their pronouns helps bring recognition to Cotten, a
came from the notion that gender folk and blues hero who didn’t gain
expression does not always align notoriety until later in her life.
with gender identity.
“Even if you love it or hate it, if you
“I would say it is applicable see it, chances are you’re going to ask
and important for all students,” who that is,” he said.
Phoenix said.
@Bella_Braddish
university@dailytarheel.com
city@dailytarheel.com

pronouns, University employees will
not have the same option for 12 to
18 months. But some students feel
the use of the word “preferred” by
the University is an improper way to
describe students’ pronouns.
Jo Snow, a junior English major and
a transgender nonbinary person, said
the decision is nothing to praise and
that the University is late to the game.
Snow said they are glad the
information will stay private and not
be publicly available, because some

DTH/KIARA ALVARADO
A student works outside of Davis Library on Oct. 18, 2020. UNC Libraries is using
a new mail delivery service so that remote students can access resources.
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Roy Williams is hungry to rebound from last season
By Macy Meyer
Senior Writer

Nineteen losses, 14 wins, nearly
eight months in a pandemic, six new
scholarship first-year recruits and six
practices later, the North Carolina
men’s basketball is making its return.
After the first losing record in the
Roy Williams era, the UNC head
coach joined the first press conference
of the season on Wednesday to talk
about the expectations for a new
season amid COVID-19.
Williams expects limitations on
locker room access, mask-wearing
at all times and the Dean E. Smith
Center probably not having over
20,000 fans in 2020. But he’s
optimistic for the season despite the
onslaught of changes.
“I loved the old normal. I’m
going to figure out a way to love this
normal, as well,” Williams said.
Williams believes the season is
coming back despite the trepidations

of indoor sports. The team already has
a plan for spreading the bench out,
and Williams is adamant that his staff
will not forgo wearing masks.
B e s i d e s j u s t p ra c t i c a l a n d
logistical changes, Williams will be
working with a highly talented, albeit
inexperienced, roster this season.
Senior forward Garrison Brooks,
sophomore for ward Armando
Bacot and junior guard Leaky Black
combine to give UNC three consistent
starters returning from last year.
With a reliance on unproven players,
Williams is balancing his coaching
style to ease the young players into
their new roles. He’s also absolutely
refusing to allow his team — veteran
or not — to make the same mistakes
of last season.
“Oh yeah, he’s pissed,” senior
guard Andrew Platek said of
Williams’ thoughts about last season.
But Williams assured everyone
that he’s only lost his mind at his
team once, with one of his main

frustrations being UNC’s enduring
box-out struggles.
“If I see them when they’re 78
years old, I may still remind them of
those box outs,” Williams said.
Aside from the one moment
where he went “stone dead crazy” on
his players, Williams is vocal about
his belief in this year’s team.
“I think we’ll rebound the basketball
this year like North Carolina teams
usually rebound the basketball: better
than last year,” Williams said.
Whether it was the fear of
reparation put into the team or
Williams’ contagious optimism, the
team leaders are also adamant on
correcting the errors of last season.
“I think we will be the best
rebounding team in the country,”
Brooks said. “And it will not even
be close.”
With so many changes in both the
state of this country and the state of
the team, there’s a lot of uncertainty
for UNC men’s basketball. With the

DTH
Marketplace

DTH FILE/MORGAN PIROZZI
UNC’s men’s basketball coach Roy Williams yells from the sidelines during a
game against Boston College in the Smith Center on Saturday, Feb. 1, 2020.

pandemic and unusual offseason disappointment of last season.
putting limitations on just how
“The positive is how pissed off it
well the coaching staff can decide made me all summer,” Williams said.
what roles players will fill, Williams “I’m hungry. I did not enjoy that.”
and his team are just looking to
forgive – but never forget – the
sports@dailytarheel.com
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Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

25 Words ....... $20.00/week 25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252
Direct
Support
Professional
We are currently
recruiting for motivated
and enthusiastic
individuals to work
with residents with
developmental disabilities
of all ages!
A great opportunity for
psychology and social
work students! Various
shifts available including
PT and FT.
Pay up to $11/hr.
For more information click
thru to http://jobs.rsi-nc.org.

The LA Times

Crossword Puzzle
Across
1 Ancient wizard
5 Serbian-born NBA center __ Jokic
11 Fella
14 Speck
15 Bordeaux wine
16 Narrow inlet
17 Grasslands around Dakar?
19 Petition
20 High ranges
21 Holder of 61 NHL records
23 Chamber group
24 Comet relative
25 Retire
28 Jessica of “Dark Angel”
31 Winter vacation purchase
33 Part of a late 1900s demographic
35 “The Simpsons” storekeeper
36 Feature of a map of Baghdad?
38 MD treating canals
39 Oklahoma tribe
41 Accidental
43 Genesis twin
44 Middle of a three-part start
45 Subtly points out
48 Present time?
51 Uniform concern, maybe
53 Late author whose daughter wrote,
“As far as we in the family are
concerned, the alphabet now ends
in Y”
56 Behave

(C)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

57 Laid-back attitude in Hanoi?
59 Charlotte of “The Facts of Life”
60 Bivouac
61 Times past
62 Uma’s “Pulp Fiction” role
63 Perceived to be
64 Caesar and others

Down
1 One side of a physics equivalence
principle
2 Bit the dust
3 One with no hope
4 Honored retirees
5 Indiana-based sports org.
6 Troubles
7 Penn of “House”
8 Crater Lake locale
9 Hear (of)
10 Without a clue
11 Longing in São Paulo?
12 Take a shot at
13 Wine nuance word
18 Exuberant fan
22 IRS agent
24 Fish restaurant offerings
26 Unusual
27 Eavesdropping org.
29 Twisted
30 Focus for some collectors
31 Watering holes
32 Hot spot in Al Ahmadi?
33 Masterpieces
34 Test involving gradually longer
lines
35 Mimic
37 Round Table VIP
40 Creatures of habit?
42 Some bank acct. charges
44 Homer’s home
46 Fins
47 Slate, for one
49 Original Flashback games
console designer
50 “What a pity”
51 Wrong
52 Smoothie fruit
53 Fed. lending agency
54 Criticizes
55 Storied loch
58 Brown shade

Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
prior to publication

DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

HOROSCOPES

If October 23 is
Your Birthday...

Fortune favors communication and networking this year. Create a masterpiece
with steady, disciplined actions. Resolve a shared financial challenge this
winter, inspiring a lucrative phase. Adapt to income fluctuations next
summer, before a collaborative effort pays off. Create, share, connect and
communicate to grow.
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. Linda Black Horoscopes

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 — Wait to make public
comments. A barrier interrupts
communication and transportation.
You don’t have the full picture.
Adapt to a team change or
challenge.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 — Connect forces with
your partner to navigate rough
waters. Find another way to cut
costs. Compromise or postpone
disagreements. Take care of shared
commitments.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 — Practice creative
skills. Enjoy artistic and writing
projects. Expect delays and
miscommunications. Edit carefully
before publishing. Share your views.
Score extra with illustrations.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 7 — Forge ahead after
professional objectives. Pad the
schedule for extra delays. Clarify
miscommunications as soon as
possible. Work with someone who
sees your blind spots.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 — Communication
delays or misunderstandings
affect your health and work.
Slow to avoid accidents. Nurture
yourself with good food and rest.
Patiently practice for best physical
performance.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Focus to make your
deadlines. Avoid a financial conflict
of interests or other risky business.
Don’t believe everything you hear.
Get terms in writing.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is an 8 — Explore the
territory. Expand your understanding.
Study options and make thorough
plans and preparations. Don’t rely
on an unstable source. Keep costs
down.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 9 — Collaborate for
solutions around a shared financial
challenge. Delays or breakdowns
could cause a shortfall. Share
resources, advice and support.
Together, push.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 — Relax and take it
easy. Distractions abound. Words
and actions can get twisted or
tangled. Avoid controversy. Get into
creative projects, playfulness or fun.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 — Domestic
organization or renovation projects
produce positive results but may
deal with delays or mistakes.
Monitor carefully to save time and
money. Nurture family.

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

© 2015 The Mepham Group. All rights reserved.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
Today is a 9 — Strike out in a new
personal direction. Old assumptions
no longer pertain. Avoid risky
propositions. Don’t gamble. Stick
with practical priorities. Listen to
your heart.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 — Something you try
doesn’t work. Give it time. Wait for
developments. Process past events.
It’s emotion versus reason. Organize
and plan for later action. Rest.
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Many still vulnerable despite drop in evictions
By Audrey Selley
Senior Writer

Although Orange County’s evictions
are half of what they were before
the pandemic, many tenants are
still grappling with how to use local
and nationwide protections while
navigating a complicated court system.
Emila Sutton, director of housing
and community development for
Orange County, said the decrease
in evictions is in part due to the
county and the towns of Chapel Hill,
Carrboro and Hillsborough putting
over $2 million into the Emergency
Housing Assistance program.
Sutton said the Emergency
Housing Assistance Program has
helped over 700 people in the county
avoid eviction since January by
helping with their housing-related
payments. Prior to the pandemic, she
said the program helped about 10-12
people per month, but it helped over
300 people in September.
“Our neighboring communities
are seeing a big increase in the
number of evictions, while we are
actually seeing lower than prepandemic numbers,” Sutton said.
However, she said the program
is running out of funds and stopped
covering costs for rent, mortgage
and utilities as of Oct. 19. Orange
County residents can now apply for
help with rent or utility bills through
the Housing Opportunities and
Prevention of Evictions Program.
The North Carolina Office of
Recovery and Resiliency gave the
county’s Housing and Community
Development Department $700,000
to begin administering HOPE on Oct.
19. Over 100 people have requested
help as of Oct. 22, Sutton said.
The HOPE program is more

restrictive on who qualifies for
assistance, as well as what costs it
covers, so Sutton said she is hoping
the county will give more funding
to continue providing assistance
through the Emergency Housing
Assistance Program.
While the county has been able
to prevent many evictions since the
pandemic started, the need for housing
payment assistance hasn’t slowed
because many people have remained
jobless during the pandemic.
A few protections have been in
place to help tenants not get evicted
due to nonpayment, such as Gov.
Roy Cooper’s eviction moratorium
and the Centers for Disease Control’s
recent nationwide moratorium.
The CDC ordered a nationwide
suspension of evictions of
nonpayment from Sept. 4 to Dec.
31. Unlike Cooper’s moratorium,
a tenant has to fall under certain
qualifications and give a signed
declaration to their landlord in order
to be protected under the CDC order.
Isaac Sturgill, head of the housing
practice group at Legal Aid N.C.,
said the CDC moratorium is not
an automatic protection, but it is
a useful tool that can be used by
attorneys who are defending tenants
and tenants who are representing
themselves if they qualify and know
how to use it.
Jamie Paulen of Paulen Solidarity
Law represents tenants in various
counties across the state, including
Orange, Chatham and Durham
counties, and said her clients often
aren’t even aware that they have to
give an affidavit to their landlord in
order to be protected under the order.
Both Paulen and Sturgill said
whether a tenant is protected under
the order varies across the state.

DTH FILE/ALEX BERENFELD
An off-campus house on Franklin Street in May 2020. Over 100 people have requested help dealing with evictions.

“The way that these cases are
being handled is different depending
on what county you’re in or what
individual magistrate you get,”
Paulen said.
Paulen is a part of a coalition
that wrote a letter to Chief Justice
Cheri Beasley on Oct. 16 to ask
her to provide specific guidance to
magistrates across the state for how
to comply with the CDC order.
Sturgill said the state’s court
system has, for the most part, left
it up to the tenants to bring up the
affidavit with their landlord.

He said the courts in North Carolina
are not checking with landlords that
tenants are giving them a signed
affidavit under the CDC order and
are leaving it up to tenants to raise the
issue with judges.
But many tenants are
unrepresented, and without a
lawyer, they are unable to argue
for themselves effectively in court,
Sturgill said.
At the beginning of October,
Paulen observed in court two landlord
representatives evict eight tenants in
Orange County, none of whom were

present in court or had representation
on their behalf, she said.
In the state, there is a statutory
provision that if a tenant doesn’t show
up in court for eviction proceedings
on the basis of nonpayment, their
landlord can still move for judgment
on the pleadings, and the magistrate
doesn’t need to hear evidence.
Sutton said Orange County
residents can call the Housing
Helpline at 919-245-2655 for more
guidance on the CDC order.
city@dailytarheel.com

Town Council passes resolution for reparations

By Graham Hill
Staff Writer

The Carrboro Town Council
passed a resolution concerning
reparations for the Black community
at a Tuesday meeting, joining other

municipalities that have begun
reckoning with the lasting impacts
of racial inequality.
The resolution calls attention
to the history of racial inequality
caused by slavery, discrimination,
segregation and the impact these

actions have left on modern America.
The resolution proposes six items
to try to deal with the question of
reparations. These items include
apologies for slavery, segregation
and discriminator y practices,
the creation of a racial equity
commission, a biannual update on
what measures are being taken as
a result of the resolution, and a call
for state and federal bodies to also
consider the issue more seriously.
Some council members voiced
concerns that the issue is complicated
because funds for such projects are
difficult to come by, especially as the
pandemic has reduced tax revenue
and stretched budgets thin.
Council member Barbara Foushee
said she would like to see meaningful
developments and investments
designed for long-term sustainability
and change.
“ O n e t h i n g t h at I ’ v e b e e n
thinking about that I know for me
is the reparations conversation is not

about giving anybody a handout or a
check,” Foushee said at the meeting.
She said it is specifically about
true community change within the
Black community.
Potential steps, like examining
the impact of gentrification in the
destruction of generational wealth
among Black communities, evaluating
the consequences of discriminatory
housing policy and examining how to
help Black businesses, were floated as
future options.
Members then focused on next
steps after the resolution passed.
They raised different ideas on how
this could be achieved, ranging from
the aforementioned local reform to
encouraging voters to take action at
higher levels of government.
“We can be encouraging people
to become advocates, whether it’s
writing letters to our state and
federal officials or making those
phone calls,” council member Susan
Romaine said at the meeting.

“I’d love to see some vehicle for
encouraging that kind of advocacy
at the state and federal level.”
The resolution passed with the
support of all council members
present. Council member Damon
Seils said this action could provide
a starting point to work with other
towns and bodies in the state also
working on reparations.
“This is a really great opportunity
for Carrboro to be building
relationships with the folks in other
communities in North Carolina that
are doing similar work and learning
from them,” Seils said.
The city of Asheville passed a
similar resolution in July, which
Carrboro Town Council members
pointed to as a potential blueprint
for how they could act going
forward. Durham also approved a
resolution that called on the federal
government to consider reparations.
city@dailytarheel.com

Regal Timberlyne closes, to be turned into medical offices
By Ella Layn
Staff Writer

Although movie theaters across
North Carolina are welcoming people
again, Chapel Hill’s Regal Timberlyne
theater has permanently closed.
Parkway Holdings, a Cary-based
development company, plans to
convert the theater into a medical
office building.
Timberlyne’s closing comes as
Regal is temporarily closing all of its
536 theaters across the U.S. as a result
of economic challenges brought on by
the COVID-19 pandemic.
This proposed development
was reviewed by the Chapel Hill
Community Design Commission.
At a Sept. 22 commission meeting,
representatives from Parkway
Holdings sought commission
members’ guidance on finalizing a

proper office space design.
Pamela Porter, a partner at TMTLA
Associates, a Parkway Holdings
representative specialized in land
planning and landscape architecture,
informed commission members of the
architectural and landscaping plans
for the newly renovated building.
The office replacing the Timberlyne
will fill a gap of missing medical
office space in the area, according
to TMTLA Associate’s Statement of
Compliance with the Town.
According to TMTLA, the location
of the theater is adjacent to other
medical offices and clinics, making
the site suitable for this development.
Commission member Megan
Patnaik approved of the company’s
plans at the meeting to not bring
anymore impervious surfaces to
Chapel Hill.
Commission Chairperson Susana

Dancy explained the importance of
the pedestrian circulation in this
particular redevelopment plan.
“ There is a fair amount of
redevelopment that is going on in
that area, so we often look at how
does one property connect to another
property, so that as the changes are
made, pedestrians are provided for,”
Dancy said.
Despite the loss of the theater,
Chamber for a Greater Chapel HillCarrboro President Aaron Nelson
said the entertainment business
in Chapel Hill is still surviving. He
pointed out how Silverspot Cinema
and The Lumina Theater were able
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to survive the economic hardships of The Regal Timberlyne Theater photographed on Oct. 12, 2020. Cary-based
COVID-19 and reopen.
developers are planning on turning the closed cinema into office space.
“One of our key jobs in this
COVID economy is to support the closed,” he said.
in December.
businesses that will grow up in the
Parkway Holdings is planning
places where other businesses have to receive the title to the property
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